News and Homework for week beginning 23rd April
,

This week... Space, the Moon and the Man on the Moon
In Maths... This week the EYFS children have been looking at sequencing, ordering and chronological order. The year
1's have focused mainly on place value and finding missing numbers in addition and subtraction number sentences,
and the year 2's have been working on two step problems, which often means two different operations. They have
also had a recap on 2D and 3D shape and reading analogue clocks for o-clock, half past and quarter to and past. A
busy week!
In English... We spent the first half of the week finding out facts about the moon. What it is, where it is and who has
been to visit it and how they got there! Then we have read the book - Man on the Moon by Simon Bartham and
have enjoyed exploring a day in the life of a man on the moon! We particularly enjoyed spotting the aliens.
In other news... If you stand on the moon you can see the Earth! We talked about the continents and the oceans
and seas you can see! Making maps and understanding how small we are in this big vast universe! We also had a
hockey lesson this week, dribbling a ball with a stick and team sports practising a few sport day moves!
Star of the week... Joe..for super writing this week, lots of focus and concentration, trying hard to achieve
perfect letters...

Maths Additional: See below
Homework is to be handed in on Wednesday 2nd June.
Phonics: EYFS: recap and practicing cvc/cvcc words

Y1 e sounds Y2 suffix : ed, er, est, ing

Spellings: KS1 Week 2 (Summer Term 1)

Homework

Maths

Bronze
EYFS

Order and
Sequence

Silver

Language for
Measurement

Gold

Language for
Measurement

Ask the children to order or sequence anything! Animals, cars, books etc.... but then get them to
explain why they have ordered it in the particularly way they have, and then ask if they can order it a
different way. i.e they may do it by size, colour, etc....
CGP Mental Workout Year 1 - Exercise 6
CGP Green Books - page 25, 55, and 57
CGP Mental Workout Year 2 - Exercise 6
CGP Green Books - page 59, 61, and 69

Pupil Feedback

Parent Feedback
How much support did your child need? None
Comment:

Teacher Feedback
A little

Lots

